
In this work, we address music emotion recognition with a context-based end-to-end model. Two main research questions are addressed:
● Are there differences/correlations between the emotions perceived in music by listeners raised with different mother tongues?
● Can an end-to-end model trained on raw waveforms, that was efficient for speech tasks, be employed for language-oriented MER?
Our hypothesis is that perceived emotion depends on cultural characteristics and models should be trained in the target test language in order to obtain sensitive 
results. The end-to-end architecture should outperform state-of-the-art models since it allows for more information to be processed.

Problem definition: music emotion recognition

● Valence-Arousal plane - 4 quadrants classification [1]
● Raw waveform vs. handcrafted features
● End-to-end deep learning: SincNet [2]
● Musical emotion complexity relates to cultural-specific associations

Methodology: data & models

Fig 1. Valence-Arousal plane, taken from [3]. L is low, H is high, A is arousal, V is valence .

● 3 languages: English [4], Mandarin [5], Turkish [6]
● Baseline feature sets: Essentia [7] &  IS13 ComParE [8]
● Baseline Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)  vs. End-to-end SincNet
● SincNet: CNN with sinc filters in the feature extractor
● Set-ups: Within-dataset, Cross-dataset, Mixed training, Transfer 

Learning
● Evaluation based on: weighted averages of precision (P), recall (R), 

f-score (F), accuracy (A) and confusion matrices

Fig 2. The SincNet architecture, adapted  from [2]

● Baseline model: MLP, best from default traditional ML in Scikit-Learn [9]
● Baseline features: IS13 ComParE, with 65 low-level descriptors, statistics
● Best features were found to be more similar for English and Turkish
● Combined with Essentia => better scores for English, Turkish
● SincNet: 200ms frame size, 128 batch size, 100 epochs
● Bigger frame size to better detect emotion: 500ms frame size, 32 batch 

size, 100 epochs => better f-score and accuracy for English, Turkish
● Cross-dataset: train & test with different sets => general poor results
● Transfer learning 1* & 2*: tune SincNet with the 3 sets in specific 

orders: CH-TR-EN & TR-CH-EN for English, EN-TR-CH & TR-EN-CH for 
Mandarin, EN-CH-TR & CH-EN-TR for Turkish

● Transfer learning 3*: train with EN / TR & test with TR / EN => scores don’t 
necessarily increase, thus CH also contributes to transfer learning

● Mixed dataset: train on combined datasets & test separately => 
within-dataset is better, thus  mixing brings noise
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● Conclusions: end-to-end models need more data and better 
fine-tuning & general cues are learned from different cultures, but 
sensitivity is achieved with context-based fine-tuning

● Future work: continuous valence and arousal values, better data 
curation, data augmentation, bigger chunk and batch  sizes, fine-tuning 
SincNet,  exploring other cultures

Results: Baseline, SincNet, Cross-Dataset
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Fig 3. Summary of results. Underlined are best scores for each dataset from all training set-ups, 
in italics are best scores with SincNet. *Transfer learning set-ups as described above.
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